A dataflow network consists of nodes that communicate over perfect unbounded F I F O channels. For dataflow networks containing only deterministic nodes, a simple and elegant semantic model has been presented by Kahn. However, for nondeterministic networks, the straight-forward generalization of Kahn's model is not compositional. We present a compositional model for nondeterministic networks that is fully abstract i.e., it has added the least amount of extra information to Kahn's model that is necessary for attaining compositionality. The model is based on traces. We also generalize our result, showing that the model is fully abstract also for classes of networks where nodes communicate over other types of asynchronous channels. Examples of such classes are networks with unordered channels, and networks with lossy channels.
Introduction
Semantic models of parallel systems have been a topic of intensive study in the last years (e.g. [5, 10, 24, 9, 28] ). A purpose of that study is a better understanding of how to describe and reason about the behavior of parallel systems. Two desiderata for a semantic model are: (1) the model should abstract from the internal activity of a system, describing only its externally observable behavior, and (2) the model should be compositional, meaning that the denotation of a composite system can be obtained using only the denotations of its components. A semantic model satisfying these criteria can e.g. serve as the basis for compositional verification methods, where the verification of a composite system can be split into verifications of its components [-2, 11, 26, 27, 39] .
In this paper, we study semantic models of asynchronous networks, i.e., systems in which concurrently executing processes communicate by sending data along asynchronous communication channels. An important class of asynchronous networks is dataflow networks, where the channels are unbounded F I F O channels. For dataflow networks with only deterministic processes, Kahn [15] has proposed an elegant semantic model, which satisfies both desiderata (1) and (2) above. Kahn models a network by a function from sequences of data items on input channels to sequences of data items on output channels. For example, a dataflow network with two input channels and one output channel which adds each pair of integers received on the two input channels and outputs the sum onto the output channel can be modeled by a function. When supplied with e.g. the two sequences <1,2, 3) and <1, 3, 5, 7) , this function produces the sequence <2, 5, 8) .
For nondeterministic dataftow networks, the straightforward generalization of Kahn's model would be a relation rather than a function between sequences of data items on its channels. A sequence of data items that appears on a channel is often called a history, and we will therefore refer to this model as the history model. Unfortu- nately, for nondeterministic networks the history model fails to satisfy desideratum (2) . This was first shown by Brock and Ackerman [4] . They showed that two nondeterministic networks that are equivalent in the history model may exhibit different behaviors if constraints on the order in which input is supplied and output appears are enforced (e.g. that one input is supplied only after some output appears), and that such constraints can be enforced by composing a network with another network.
In order to obtain a compositional model, one must therefore add information about how a dataflow network behaves under different ordering constraints. Desideratum (1) suggests that one should not add more information than is necessary for attaining compositionality. This problem can be solved by a model which is fully abstract.
A model which is fully abstract with respect to the history model identifies two networks precisely if the history model identifies any context that contains one of the networks with the same context containing the other network. In our framework, this means that a fully abstract model makes precisely the distinctions necessary in a compositional model, in other words that it has added precisely enough information to the history model to attain compositionality. Thus, a fully abstract model combines desiderata (1) and (2) in an optimal way. For modular specification methods, where the specification of a network can be split into independent specifications of its components, a fully abstract model indicates what aspects of a network's behavior must be specified.
In this paper, we present a model of dataflow networks which is fully abstract with respect to the history model. Our model denotes a network by the set of its traces. A trace is a sequence of communication events, each of which represents the transmission or reception of a data item on an external channel of the network. The trace model captures both safety and iiveness properties of a network. Similar models have earlier been used for specification and verification of distributed algorithms and protocols [11, 22, 12] designed for networks with asynchronous message-passing.
In the paper, we also generalize the results about compositionality and full abstraction to other classes of asynchronous networks, e.g. networks that communicate over unordered channels or over lossy channels. If the channels satisfy certain properties, we show that the trace model is also in this case compositional and fully abstract with respect to the history model. The proof is similar to that for dataflow networks, showing that the full abstraction result is a consequence more of the fact that channels are asynchronous than of the particular FIFO discipline present in dataflow networks.
In order to prove our results formally, we must first establish a formal definition of asynchronous networks and the special case of dataflow networks. The history model and the trace model consider infinite behaviors, which can be constrained by subtle fairness requirements. We will therefore provide a careful formal definition of asynchronous networks using the framework of labeled transition systems with fairness properties. Transition systems have often been used as a general model for describing the behavior of parallel systems te.g. [30, 23] ). An asynchronous network will be defined as a composition of nodes and channels. We require that channels are always "non-blocking" in the sense that they must never prevent a node from transmitting data over a channel. This requirement is the key property of asynchronous channels that is necessary for making the trace model compositional. I/O-automata [22] , for which the trace model is also compositional, satisfy a similar requirement. Our definition admits asynchronous channels that fail to satisfy other properties that may intuitively be associated with the term asynchronous, such as having a delay between tile transmission of a message and its effect on the rest of the channel Since Brock and Ackerman proved that the history model is not compositional for dataflow networks, many compositional models have been proposed in the literature [2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 19, 21, 17, 18.29, 31, 32, 37] . These models are all not fully abstract. In Sect. 9 we briefly describe some of these models and indicate why they are not fully abstract. Another fully abstract model for dataflow networlcs has been independently developed by Kok [20] . Kok's model is isomorphic to the trace model presented in this paper, as shown in [14] . In comparison with the model by Kok. we believe that our trace model is conceptually simpler and more similar to semantic models that are commonly used for specification and verification of concurrent systems. An analogous full abstraction result for a different model has been presented by Rabinovich and Trakhtenbrot [33] . They prove that a model which denotes a dataflow network by the set of finite prefixes of its traces is fully abstract with respect to a model which denotes a network by the set of finite prefixes of its histories. In the terminology of temporal logic (e.g. [l] ), their model represents only safety properties of networks. whereas our model represents both safety and liveness properties. A different construction of a context for proving full abstraction for dataflow networks has been presented by Russell [34] using only deterministic nodes. A corollary of Russell's construction is that the full abstraction result still holds when restrictions are imposed on the class of nodes that are allowed in networks.
The trace model presented in this paper is essentially the same as a standard semantic model fbr a class Of communicating systems called I/O-automata [22, 13] .
This model has been presented by Misra and Chandy [25] , in our earlier work [11, 12] , by Stark [38] , and by Lynch and Tuttle [22] . I O-automata is a more general class of systems than asynchronous networks: an asynchronous network is essentially a special case of an I/O-automaton. the trace model is in fact full> abstract also for I Oautomata Ithis follows from results in [13] ), but that result does not imply the same for asynchronous networks since asynchronous networks is a less general class of systems that communicate only via certain types of channels. A related trace model, which is compositional for both synchronously and asynchronously communicating networks, and hence includes more detail, has been presented by Nguyen et al [27] .
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the basic definitions of asynchronous networks and dataflow networks. These definitions are given in the framework of labeled transition systems with fairness properties, where the fairness properties are necessitated by the fact that our model considers infinite behaviors. The trace model and history model are defined in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we prove that the trace model is compositional. In Sect. 5, the compositionality of the trace model is illustrated by an example due to Brock and Ackerman. In Sect. 6, we prove that for dataflow networks the trace model is fully abstract with respect to the history model. Section 7 contains a generalization of the compositionality and full abstraction results to other classes of asynchronous networks. In Sect. 8, we review related work, and Sect. 9 contains conclusions.
Dataflow and asynchronous networks
In this section, we define asynchronous networks and the special case of dataflow networks. Our model of networks represents infinite behaviors, which can be constrained by fairness requirements. The concept of fairness often leads to subtleties, and we shall therefore provide a careful formal definition of asynchronous networks within the framework of labeled transition systems with fairness properties. This framework is presented in Sect. 2.1. The definition of asynchronous networks and dataflow networks is contained in Sect. 2.2.
Transition systems
In this subsection, we present the framework of labeled transition systems, which will be used to give a formal definition of asynchronous networks. Transition systems are often used as a general model for describing the behavior of parallel systems (e.g. [30, 23, 24] ). Since our model of networks also considers infinite behavior, we include fairness, as in e.g. [23] , in the transition systems.
We assume a set s of labels, which does not include the silent label z. Definition 2.1. A transition system T is a tuple <L, S, s ~ R, ~ ), where L is a set of labels in 5r called the sort of T, S is a set, called the set of states, s~ eS is an initial state, R __ S x (L w {r}) x S is a set of transitions. A transition is thus a triple, which we denote s & s', where s, s'e S and l (L v ~,~ g 2 R is a finite collection of fairness sets. Each fairness set F is a subset of the set R of transitions.
A transition with the silent label ~ is called a silent transition. A transition of form s & s (with both states the same and a silent label) is called a stuttering transition. For technical reasons, we will in the following for each transition system require that its set R of transitions conrains all stuttering transitions of form s & s with s e S. This saves us the effort of treating finite executions separately from infinite ones, since finite executions can be represented by infinite ones which have an infinite tail of only 199 stuttering transitions. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the convention that a transition system implicitly contains all stuttering transitions, even if they are not defined explicitly. A transition Sl & sz is enabled in the state Sa. A set F of transitions is enabled in a state s if F contains a transition which is enabled in s.
Intuitively, the sort of a transition system T can be thought of as a set of ports through which T may interact with its environment. The state of a transition system contains information that is relevant for determining its future behavior. For instance, the state of a transition system representing an asynchronous network could contain the contents of its channels and the information that is stored in its nodes. A transition represents a possible change of state together with the occurrence of a label. The set of transitions describe the possible ways in which the state may change. They do not by themselves specify-that any state change must occur. For that purpose we use the notion of fairness. Intuitively, a fairness set represents a set of transitions which may not be neglected indefinitely in executions of the transition system. Several different kinds of fairness have been defined [23] . We will use what is commonly called weak fairness or justice. Under weak fairness, if in an execution a fairness set F is always enabled from some point, then eventually some transition in F must also be executed. The r61e of fairness sets will be defined more precisely in the definition of computations in Definition 3.1.
In Sect. 2.2, an asynchronous network will be defined as a composition of transition systems representing nodes and transition systems representing channels. The components of such a composition interact via common labels. For instance, a node producing data items interacts with the corresponding channel via labels of form send (c, v) . In a composition that represents a network, each label is used by at most two components. We therefore define a parallel composition for transition systems, which is particularly suited to this framework. In case 1 we say that sl & s] is a projection of <Sl, $2) ~/ <$1, S2) onto the 1st component, and that s2 4, s2 is a projection onto the 2nd component, in case 2 we define the projections analogously , and in case 3 we say that si ~ s~ is a projection of (sl, s2) & (s], s~) onto the ith component for i = 1, 2.
~,~ is obtained as follows: for each fairness set Fz E ~ where i is 1 or 2, there is a fairness set F E~ consisting of the set of all transitions (sl, s2) & (s~, s~) for which a projection onto the ith component is in F~.
Intuitively, the sort of T, I T2 contains the labels that are in exactly one of the component sorts. A state of T can be written as a tuple with a component from each Tz. A transition in R corresponds to either (1) a transition of T1 with a silent label or with a label not in L2, which does not affect the other component, or (2) a transition of 7"2 with a silent label or with a label not in L1, which does not affect the other component, or (3) 
Asynchronous networks
In this section, we give a formal definition of asynchronous networks in terms of transition systems. The structure of our definition is as follows. First nodes and channels are defined separately. Then an asynchronous network is defined as the parallel composition of nodes and of the channels that connect the nodes to each other and to the environment.
We assume a set V of data items, ranged over by v, w. We assume a set of channel names, ranged over by c, in, and out. We assume a set of labels, consisting of labels of the following three forms: Intuitively, a node n consumes data items from its input channels I, and produces data items onto its output channels On. The intuitive meaning of a transition s recto, ~ S' is: "when s is the state of the node, then it may consume the data item v from input channel c and change its state to s". 
V) t
Analogously. a transition s > s means that "when s is the state of the node. then it may produce the data item v onto output channel c and change its state to s'". Requirement 1 on 7", intuitively states that a node cannot inspect a data item before consuming it, i.e., the value of a data item may not determine whether it can be consumed. Reqmrement 2 intuitively states that fairness sets. which can determine whether data items must be consumed in certain computations, must not distinguish between different data items before they are consumed. Thus, a node can ask whether an incoming channel contains a consumable data item, but it cannot inspect the contents of an incoming channel in any other way. The requirements on T, are needed for the proof of compositionality, by capturing the intuition that the node is connected only to one end of a channel.
Example 2.5. Consider a node Fairmerge which consumes data items from the channels in~ and in2 and copies them onto out. The node is "fair", i.e., if it is continuously possible to consume a data item from an input channel, then the node will eventually consume a data item from that channel and copy it onto out. Fairmerge is described by the tuple ({ina, in2}, {out}, T), where = {R1, R2, R3, R4} we ensure that the node will be fair. The fairness set R1 ensures that the first input from in~ will eventually be consumed, fairness set R2 ensures that the first input from in2 will eventually be consumed, R3 ensures that a data item consumed from ins will eventually be produced on out making it possible to consume the next data item from in,, and analogously for R4. Definition 2.6. Let c be a channel name. A channel with channel name c is a transition system Tc = (k, S, s ~ R, o~ ), such that
L = p({c})wa({c}),

for each state s e S and data item v e V, there is an s' e S send(c, v) St
such that s , is a transition in R, 3. all transitions in any fairness set in ~-are labeled by "c.
Intuitively, requirement 1 states that the channel c can synchronize with other transition systems by labels that represent insertion to or removal of data items from c. Requirement 2 states that it is always possible to insert any data item into the channel. Thus channels are "non-blocking" in the sense that only the node sending a data item may determine whether or not a data item can be sent onto a channel. Requirement 3 states that Tc does not itself impose any fairness restriction on insertions and removals from the channel. The intuitive motivation for this requirement is that insertions and deletions are performed by 201 nodes, and that corresponding fairness requirements should occur in the definition of the corresponding nodes. Requirements 2 and 3 have analogies in the definition of I/O-automata. Both here and for I/O-automata, they are necessary conditions for the compositionality of the trace model.
In the following, we assume that for each channel name c, there is a unique channel Tc with channel name c. Different classes of asynchronous networks can be characterized by different choices of channels for the channel names. For instance, the class of dataflow networks is characterized by letting each channel be an unbounded FIFO channel (to be defined formally in Definition 2.8). to Tfl and Tfl is to force the environment to receive data items from output channels if possible. Without the extra fairness set, the output from the corresponding output channel may indefinitely remain undelivered to the environment, meaning that the output from the network would not be observed. As stated above, particular classes of networks can be characterized by the choice of Tc for each c. In dataflow networks, all channels are perfect unbounded FIFO channels. To define dataflow networks, we give a formal definition of a perfect unbounded FIFO channel. Intuitively, the transitions of form t insert a data item into the channel, transitions of form 2 represent the insertion of a data item which is lost in the channel, and transitions of form 3 represent the reception of a data item from the channel. The state of the channel has been extended with a "counter" p which limits the number of data items that may be lost in transitions of form 2 until the next data item produced on the channel must be received in a transition of form 1. At each transition of form 1 the counter is reset to an arbitrary value Pc, which then limits the number of subsequent transitions of form 2. We now define an asynchronous network as a parallel composition of a set of nodes and of the channels that connect the nodes to each other and to the environment. Definition 2.10. Assume that n is a node (I,, 0~, T,) with input channels {in1,..., inp} and output channels (out1,..., outq}. An atomic asynchronous network N with node n is the triple (IN, ON, TN In the following, we will often simply write network for asynchronous network. Intuitively, an atomic network is the parallel composition of a node T,, and its incident channels, where for an output channel name c we take
Tfl as the channel and for an input channel name c we take
Tg as the channel. TN can communicate with other transition systems through communication events on its input and output channels. The transition system UN is TN without the external channels. It is used in the following definition of composition of networks. that connect the network with its environment. An example of the composition operation is illustrated graphically in Fig. 1 . To the left are transition systems, TN, and TN~, of two networks, where TN~ consists of the network without external channels UN~ together with external channels T~, T~, and T:, where TN= consists of the network without external channels UN= together with external channels T~ ~ and T f, To the right is shown the transition system TN of the Composition N = N~ II N21 Tlde area within dashed lines is intended to illustrate UN, i:e.i N without its external channels, which consists of the components UN,, UN=, and T~.
We remark that some authors (e.g. [36, 17, 20] ) use slightly different operations to form larger networks from components. They define a mpling operation which puts networks in parallel without connecting any channels, and a linking operation which connects an input channel to an output channel of a network. For the purposes of this paper, this difference is not important. The tupling operation can be regarded as a special case of our composition operator, and the linking operation can be emulated by composing the network with a FIFO buffer that connects the two channels.
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Models of dataflow and asynchronous networks
In this section, we define the history model and the trace model.
of transitions in R, which starts in the initial state s o of T, and satisfies the following property for each fairness set F ~ ~-and n > 0: if the set F is enabled in all states s z with i> n, then there exists an m_> n such that
Intuitively, a computation is a sequence of transitions from the initial state. The r61e of a fairness set is that a fairness set which is enabled continuously from some point on in a computation must eventually be selected for execution. For instance, if~-contains a fairness set which is the set of non-stuttering transitions, then the transition system must not perform an infinite sequence of only stuttering transitions if a non-stuttering transition is enabled. Due to the requirement that a transition system must have stuttering transitions, terminating executions can be represented by infinite computations which have an infinite tail of only stuttering transitions.
The trace of a computation/~ is the sequence of nonsilent labels in F. If N is a network and F is a computation of the transition system TN, then the history function of F is a mapping from EN to the set of (finite and infinite) sequences of data items in V. The history function of F maps each channel c s EN to the sequence of data items in labels of form (c, v) in F. We say that h is a history function of a network N if h is the history function of a computation of TN. Similarly, we say that t is a trace of a network N if t is the trace of a computation of TN. If N is a network, we define H N as the set of history functions of N and QN as the set of traces of N.
Definition 3.2
-The history model ~ "~H is defined as follows: The denotation ~N~H of a network N is the triple (IN, ON, HN) . (IN, ON, QN) .
Intuitively, the history model describes which sequences of data items can be observed at the output channels, given certain sequences of data items at the input channels. 
We here remark that it is important that the fairness sets of each output channel require that all data items in an output channel are eventually received by the environment. Without this requirement the trace model would not be compositional. The model would not be able to distinguish between a network that always produces a certain output and a network which sometimes produces this output and sometimes produces nothing (since the output of the former network may sometimes be left in the output channel).
Compositionality
As shown by Brock and Ackerman [4] , the history model is not compositional for dataflow networks. In this section, we prove that the trace model is indeed compositional for dataflow networks. More precisely, we present an operation for obtaining the denotation of a network, which is the composition of smaller networks, from denotations of the smaller networks, and prove that it is correct with respect to Definition 2.11. Most results of this section will be stated for dataflow networks, but in such a way that they immediately generalize to more general classes of asynchronous networks. This generalization will be considered in Sect. 7. If C is a set of channel names and t is a sequence of communication events, let t[-c (the restriction of t to C) denote the subsequence of t consisting of those communication events that occur on channels in C. Let C t denote the set of finite and infinite sequences of communication events on channels in C.
The following main theorem of this section shows that the trace model is compositional for dataflow networks. In other words, the traces of N~ It " ' 11 N~ are obtained by first forming those sequences of communication events on channels in C~ whose projection onto communication events on E~, is a trace of N~ for each i, and thereafter deleting the communication events that are not on the external channels of N, I/ " l[ g~.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 consists of three main parts. In the first part, we establish a property of FIFO channels, which intuitively states that the behavior of two channels which are composed in parallel is equivalent to the behavior of a single channel. In the second part, we prove that the traces of N are unchanged if we replace each internal channel of N by two channels composed in parallel. This duplication of channels allows us tO split the transition system Tu into the smaller transition systems Intuitively, if a transition system that represents a channel in a dataflow network is replaced by an equivalent one, then the behavior of the remaining dataflow network is unaffected. Requirements 2 and 3 imply that in two equivalent computations, rec-enabledness follows similar patterns after some point. If this requirement is not satisfied, then the fairness sets in the node that consumes data items from the channel may require a transition labeled rec(e, v) before the replacement but not after (or vice versa). Definition 4.2. Let T~ be a channel. We say that T~ is idempotent iff T~ and T~I T7 are equivalent.
Recall that in T~~ the data items produced by T~ are consumed by Tc ~ in binary synchronizations. Also recall that T~ has a fairness set which contains all transitions that transfer a data item to TJ. Thus T~~ Tc ~ can intuiti~ety be thought of as two copies of the channel T~ connected "in series" with the addition of a fairness constraint which states that transfer of data items between the channels must be treated fairly. Definition 4.2 is thus a formalization of the property that "two channels in a sequence are equivalent to a single channel". (1)
Let T~ be obtained from (1) by replacing one internal channel, say Tc~, by T~] ~. We shall prove that T~ has a computation F' with the same trace as F. The same proof, with T~ and T~I T~ reversed, can also be used to prove that for each computation F' of T~. there is a computation of F of TN with the same trace, thus establishing that Trr and T~ have the same sets of traces. The proof uses the idempotency of Tc~ and proceeds as follows.
There is a projection F~ of F onto the component T~, which is a computation of Tc~, since according to the third requirement of Definition 2.6 no fairness sets of Tc~ involve synchronization with other components. Since T~ is idempotent, Ft is equivalent to a computation F[ of T~IT~. Let F' be obtained from F by replacing the projection/'t onto the component T~ by F[. When doing this replacement, it may be necessary to insert stuttering transitions into the involved computations to make the synchronizing transitions correspond. In addition, we require that the transitions of F[ are interleaved with those of the remaining network in such a way that the following is true for each fairness set F of TN. If F contains infinitely many states in which no transition in F which is the result of synchronizing over a label of form rec(c~, v) is enabled, then the same is true of F'. This can always be done, using the definition of equivalence and the fact that there are only finitely many fairness sets.
We shall prove that F' is a computation of T~, with the same trace as F. That the traces of F and F' are the same follows from the observation that the replacement preserves the label of each transition. That each transition in F' is indeed a transition of T~r follows from the fact that the sequence of non-'c labels of F[ and Fz are the same, and therefore synchronize in the same way with the other components. To check that F' satisfies the fairness requirements of T~, assume that a fairness set F' of Tk is enabled in all but finitely many states of F'. In the case that F' is a fairness set of T~ ] T~, a transition in F' must be executed since F[ is a computation of T~[ Tc~ and F' contains only transitions that do not synchronize with other components. In the case where F' is a fairness set of the other components and does not contain any transition labeled by rec(c~, v) for some v, it follows, using Requirement 2 in Definition 2.6 and the fact that only the projection onto the component T~ is replaced, that a transition in F' is enabled in a state ofF' iffit is enabled in the corresponding state of F. Hence a transition in F' is subsequently performed in F and hence in F'. In the last case where F' contains a transition labeled by rec(c~, v) for some v, we divide into two cases. Let n be the node which consumes data items from c~, and let F, be the fairness set of T, which gives rise to the fairness set F' of Tk. In the first case, when there are infinitely many rec(ca, @labels in F, then by the second requirement on T, in Definition 2.4, F and hence F' must contain infinitely many occurrences of transitions in F'. In the second case, there are only finitely many rec(q, v)-labels in F. We conclude from the first and second requirements on T, in Definition 2.4 that if a transition in F, labeled rec(ca, v) is enabled in a state of T,, then F, contains transitions labeled rec(cx, w) for all w e V which can be received in that state. From the way in which the transitions of F~ were interleaved with those of the remaining network, we conclude that F' is enabled continuously from some point on in F. Hence some transition from F' is eventually executed in F, hence also in 
.. ,k it is the case that tF(EN,) is a trace of Tu,.
Proof. First assume that tu is a trace of a computation F of ~N-' N 9 Let F' be obtained from F by labeling with (ci, v) each silent transition which can be the result of synchronizing 205 transitions of two channels T2 and T ~ via the label (c~, v) according to case 3 in the definition of R in Definition 2.2. In the case that several synchronizations can result in a given silent transition, then for each silent transition we select a synchronization subject to the condition that each fairness set which can be selected infinitely many times shall also be selected infinitely many times (this is always possible since the number of fairness sets is finite). If t is the sequence of labels in F' we have t~ = t [-Eu. Let Fi be the projection of F' onto TN,. We claim that F~ is a computation of TN,. By the definition of composition, each transition in Fi is a transition of TN~. We must only check that the fairness requirements of TN~ are satisfied in F;. So assume that a fairness set F~ of TN~ is enabled continuously from some point on in Fi. The fairness set F~ induces a fairness set F of TNI I ' " " [ TN~. Any transition in Fi is labeled either by z or by (c, v) for some c e ON,. A corresponding transition in F will be enabled continuously in F, since by requirement 2 of Definition 2.6 any other component TNj which synchronizes with transitions in Ri can (since the only other component that (c, v) can affect is an input channel) always perform a transition labeled by (c, v). Therefore, infinitely many transitions from F will be performed in F, hence infinitely many transitions from Fi will be performed in Fi. Thus Fi satisfies the fairness requirements of TN~.
To prove the lemma in the other direction, assume that there is a tu(CN) t such that for each i, the sequence ti = tF(~, ) is the trace of a computation Fi of TN~. Without loss of generality, we assume that each t~ is infinite (by appending infinitely many r-labels if necessary). If t = l I I z 13 ... then ti is a subsequence l ~ l ~ l ~ ... of t. Since each l" contains one label (of form (c, v)) and is in the sort of at most two components, there is for each n exactly one or two pairs (i, m) such that n = i~. The computation F~ can be written as 
is a sequence of transitions of ~'H. To check that F is indeed a computation of T~N, we need to consider the fairness sets of ~-'u. Assume that a fairness set F of ~uu is continuously enabled beyond some point in F. (5, 5)-Merge merges the first data item from a with the sequence (5, 5) and produces the result on b. Thus, depending on whether some data items arrive on a, three or two data items will be produced on b.
Buf, consumes a data item from b and produces it on c. Thereafter Bufl repeats this behavior once more before terminating:
Buf2 first consumes two data items from b, produces them on c and thereafter terminates.
Plusl adds one to the first incoming data item from d, produces it on a, and terminates
Fanout copies each data that arrives on c to both d and e.
The networks N~ and N2 have the same denotation in the history model. We shall in the following only consider computations in which only the data item 6 arrives on a. 
Full abstraction for dataflow networks
In this section, we present the main result of the paper: for dataflow networks the trace model is fully abstract with respect to the history model. In other words, it contains the minimal amount of extra information necessary to attain compositionality. In this section we consider only dataflow networks, i.e., assume that all channels are perfect and unbounded.
A model (of networks)is a mapping from the set of networks to some set. A context C[.] is a sequence of applications of the composition operation on a set of networks and a "place holder", denoted by a dot .. A network N is put into the context by replacing the place holder, by N. To see that these three properties are equivalent to Definition 6.1, note that property 1 follows from the implication =~, using the identity context. To derive property 2, note that for a particular context C' [-] and networks N~ and N2 such that ~NI~= ~N2~, it follows from the implication ~ that for all contexts C[-] we have In summary, the definition of full abstraction intuitively means that [.~ is more distinguishing than ~.~, and that ~-~ distinguishes between networks exactly when that distinction is necessary for attaining compositionality.
~C[C'[N~]]~ = ~C[C'[N2]]~o,
We now state the main theorem of the paper. 
C[N] = N).
In the remaining cases we have QN, # Q~2. Assume that both N~ and Na have the input channels in~ ..... inp and the output channels outx,... ,out~. We must find a context which makes it possible to distinguish between N~ and Nz in the history model. Intuitively, the history model orders data items that are produced on one channel ~n a total order, whereas the trace model orders communication events on all channels in a total order. Thus, the sought context must "bring together" the communication Continuing the proof, recall that we assumed QN1 q= QN2, i.e., there is a trace t such that tCQN, but t e QN2 (if not, reverse the r61es of N1 and N2 
((out,, v) (b, (out,, v)) (c, (out,, v))) -Each communication event of the form (in j, v) in t is
replaced by the sequence of communication events
( (a, (in~, v) ) (b, (inj, v) ) (c, (inj, v) ) (inj, v) )
We now use 
~} is in(t).
To prove the only if-part of ( * ), it appears necessary to argue about computations rather than about traces. Assume that there is a history function h of C [Ni] such that h(a) = in(t) and h(c) = t. Then there is a computation F' of TcEud in which the sequence of items transmitted over c is t. Hence the sequence of data items produced by Split is also t. We shall construct a computation F of Tn~ in which t is the sequence of communication events.
We transform F' into a computation of Tu~ as follows:
Each internal transition (derived from a transition of
Tsput) which consumes a data item of form (ouh, v) from channel b is labeled by { (ouh, v)}. 
Asynchronous networks
In this section, we consider classes of networks that communicate over classes of asynchronous channels which are not necessarily FIFO. We thus remove the restriction that for each channel name c the channel T~ should be an unbounded FIFO channel. Such classes of asynchronous networks could be networks that communicate via un. ordered channels, via ordered but lossy channels, etc. Under some restrictions on the channels, we prove that the trace model is still compositional -the proof is the same as for dataftow networks. When generalizing the full abstraction result, we are no longer sure that there are unbounded FIFO channels to carry out the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.2. We will instead use a construction which allows many other classes of asynchronous channels but requires rather powerful nodes.
Compositionality
The following theorem generalizes the compositionality result to networks that communicate via asynchronous channels. ). An example of a non-idempotent channel is a channel which can store at most one data item; any data item that is sent into a nonempty channel is lost. This channel is not idempotent since the composition of two channels can store two messages. The composition rule of Theorem 4.1 does not hold for this type of channel.
Full abstraction
When proving full abstraction for more general classes of asynchronous networks, we can no longer use the construction in the proof of Theorem 6.2, since it uses unbounded FIFO channels. Instead we use a different construction which requires a rather weak property of channels but more powerful nodes. If F is a sequence of transitions, let the receive-sequence of F, denoted ~(F), be the sequence of data items in rec-labels in F, and let the send-sequence of F, denoted 8(F), be the sequence of data items in send-labels in F. Definition 7.2. The transition system T2 corresponding to a channel name c is nondiseonnectin 9 if there is a computation F of T ~ such that for all finite prefixes F' of F there is a sequence ai of data items (which may depend on F') such that 8(F') is a prefix of 8~ and no computation of T ~ has send-sequence al and receive-sequence ~(F).
Intuitively, this definition means that the node that produces data items onto the channel will always be able to communicate a change in its state to the node that consumes items from the channel. A channel T ~ is nondisconnecting if it has a computation F with certain sendand receive-sequences such that at any moment during the computation, the node that sends data items over the channel can decide to produce a send-sequence (in this case ~) which is different from that of F and be sure that the receive sequence will be different from that of F.
An example of a nondisconnecting channel is a channel for which the receive-sequence is always empty in a computation with an empty send-sequence, and for which the receive-sequence has at least one data item whenever the send-sequence contains an infinite sequence of data items. For such a channel we can in Definition 7.2 take F to be a computation with no send-or rec-labels, and ~ to be an infinite sequence of data items. Another example of a nondisconnecting channel is a channel which nondeterministically loses or delivers any data item, but does not create new data items. For such a channel one can take F to be a computation with an infinite send-sequence and an infinite receive-sequence (no messages lost). For each finite prefix F' take ~1 as the finite sequence ~(F') which implies that ~(F') is finite. Then there must be a trace t such that t ~ QN1 but t ~ QN2 (or vice versa). We will then use the context in Fig. 4 . Let F be as in Definition 7.2 for T ~ . Over the internal channels in~, . . . ,inp and out~, . . . ,outq, the node Detect can send and receive a sequence of data items that corresponds to the sequence t. For each incoming channel outi, Detect has a fairness set consisting of all transitions that receive a data item from out~. On a, Detect initially intends to send the sequence 8(F) of data items. The node Detect will thereafter change its intention, and change the sequence sent over a to ~t, defined as in Definition 7.2, if one of the following conditions occurs. 1. Detect receives a data item which is not the next expected one according to t, or 2. for a sufficiently long time, Detect waits to receive a data item which does not appear.
The first condition is easy to detect. The second can be formally represented by fairness sets in Detect: one fairness set changes the state of Detect from a state when an odd-length proper prefix of t has been recorded into a state where the sequence sent over a is changed, and one fairness set does the same for even-length prefixes of t. This ensures that a transition in the fairness set must be executed if a proper prefix of t is never extended, and that the fairness set need not be executed if t is recorded. The context of Fig. 4 thus guarantees that if the sequence ~(F) is sent over a then the sequence of data items recorded on internal channels is t, and also ensures the existence of a computation where the sequence of data items recorded on internal channels is t and the sequence 8(F) is sent over a.
In summary, if the sequence ~(F) is the history of channel a in some computation, then since T~ ~ is nondisconnecting the sequence 3(F) is sent over a and hence the sequence of data items recorded on internal channels is t. On the other hand there is a computation where the sequence fi(F) is the history of channel a, where the sequence 8(F) is sent over a, and where the sequence of data items recorded on internal channels is t. It follows that the mapping which maps a to the sequence of data items fi( 2. However, the node Detect is rather powerful in the sense that it must "know" a trace t which distinguishes between the sets of traces of two networks. Our definition of networks puts no restrictions on the sets of states and transitions of a node. We do not know whether it is always the case that one can find a distinguishing trace that can be represented using a finite amount of memory.
On the other hand, the context in the proof of Theorem 6.2 can be constructed from simple components that are often referred to in the literature on dataflow.The node MergeMark can be constructed from a Fairmerge node with several input channels and nodes that perform simple transformations on data items, and the node Split is simple to construct. We regard it as important to point out that for dataflow networks, which is the most considered class of asynchronous networks, there is a context which is intuitively simple to construct, and that the proof of Theorem 6.2 is therefore of independent interest.
Related work
In this section, we review other related models of dataflow networks from the point of view of full abstraction.
A seminal paper in this area is by Kahn [15] , where a model for deterministic dataflow networks is presented. Kahn models a network by a function from sequences of data items on input channels to sequences of data items on output channels. Subsequently, it was shown by Brock and Ackerman [4] that a straight-forward generalization of this model, the history model, is not compositional for nondeterministic networks. Brock and Ackerman showed that in order to attain compositionality, some information about ordering or causality between the appearance of data items on different channels must be introduced.
One way to attain compositionality is to extend the history model by a partial ordering relation between data items on different channels. The partial ordering represents causality or temporal ordering [t6, 4, 31, 32, 37] . A trace model can be obtained from such a partial ordering relation by taking all linearizations of such a partial ordering. It follows that a model based on partial ordering contains more information than a model based on traces. For instance, in a partial order model a network which performs the unrelated output events <OUtl, d> and <out2, d> is distinguished from a network which either produces <ouq, d) before (out2, d> or vice versa. These two networks are not distinguished in a trace model. Thus the introduction of partial ordering information attains compositionality, but not full abstraction.
Keller and Panangaden [17] (in [18] in a slightly different framework) propose a trace-model related to ours. In their model, input events that occur in traces represent the consumption of data items from input channels by nodes, whereas in our model input events represent the transmission of a data item into an input channel. Analogously, output events represent production of data items onto output channels in [17] , whereas output events represent delivery of data items to the environment in our model. This difference makes the model of [17] not fully abstract. For instance, their model distinguishes a network with a single node acting as a one-place buffer from a network with a two-place buffer. The difference between these networks is "masked" by the input and output channels of the network, and is therefore not observable in any context Back and Mannila [2] model a network by a prefixclosed set of finite sequences, which corresponds to the set of prefixes of our traces. Their model cannot distinguish networks with different fairness properties and identifies certain networks that are distinguished in the history model.
Several authors represent nondeterministic nodes as deterministic nodes with an extra input or parameter an "oracle" which accounts for the nondeterminism. An oracle is an infinite sequence of outcomes of nondeterministic choices. Broy [6, 8. 7 ] models a nondeterministic network as a set of deterministic incarnations, each of which corresponds to a particular assignment of oracles to nondeterministic choices. Boussinot [3] and Park [29] use oracles and also allow sequences of data items to contain "hiatons" that model the passage of time. A network is denoted by a function from oracles and "hiatonized" input sequences to "hiatonized" output sequences. Park also hides the oracles to obtain a model in which a network is denoted by a function from hiatonized input sequences to sets of hiatonized output sequences. The resulting model includes too much detail about the number of hiatons in sequences to be fully abstract. Kosinski [21. ] tags data items by the sequence of internal choices that were made in order to produce them.
Another fully abstract model of dataflow networks has been presented by Kok [20] . Denoting the set of data Rabinowitch and Trakhtenbrot [33] prove an analogous full abstraction result for a different model, which denotes a node by the set of finite prefixes of its traces. Their model is fully abstract with respect to a model which contains finite prefixes of the history model considered in this paper.
In our proof of full abstraction for dataflow networks, we make use of a fair merge node, which is non-deterministic and whose definition needs the concept of fairness. Russell [34] has presented a different construction of a context which only adds deterministic nodes, thus proving that the full abstraction result for dataflow networks is still valid when one restricts the nodes to be contained in an arbitrary subset of nodes that includes the deterministic nodes. 9 
Conclusion
We have presented a fully abstract model of dataflow networks, which denotes a network by the set of its traces. As indicated by earlier work (e.g. [16, 4] ), one must add information about how the behavior of a network depends on the ordering of the appearance of data items on different channels. Our model provides precisely this information by the set of traces, giving all possible total orderings of supply of input and appearance of output on the channels of the network. We have also generalized the compositionality and full abstraction results to a wider class of networks that communicate over asynchronous channels.
Our full abstraction results for dataflow networks and asynchronous networks indicate that traces is the appropriate basis for reasoning about the behavior of asynchronous networks, e.g. in a method for specification and verification. The trace model captures both safety and liveness properties of a network. The full abstraction result shows that the trace model in an optimal way provides both abstraction from internal details of the behavior of a network and capability to reason about the network's behavior in a context. Properties of traces are indeed used as a semantical criterion of correctness in proofs of distributed algorithms and protocols in e.g. [25, 11, 12, 22, 38] .
A property of Kahn's original model [15] which is not shared by our trace model, is that the denotation of a network can be computed from the denotations of its components by iteration to a fixed point. It appears difficult to incorporate such constructions into a model for networks that exhibit nondeterminism and fairness. Approaches to solving this problem appear in [7, 36, 17, 35] .
